
Project Idea: This work explores the challenge of architecting 

smart city digital twins that support semantic knowledge 

representation and reasoning (AI) working side-by-side 

with machine learning (ML) formalisms, to provide 

complementary and supportive roles in the collection and 

processing of data, identification of events and automated 

decision making. 

Remaining research tasks:

1. Seeking effective neural network architecture to capture 

both network structure and attribute evolving patterns

for learning in a dynamic environment.

2. Explore autoencoder concept, where neural network 

architectures are trained with objective of reconstructing 

original graph input.

3. Show collaboration between AI and ML being applied to 

urban infrastructure systems.

As shown by Lippmann (1987), neurons in the first hidden layer 

generate decision planes to divide the input space, neurons in the 

second hidden layer form regions as intersections of these 

decision planes, and output neurons form unisons of the regions.

Goal: This research aims to advance knowledge in part of this 

large urban digital twin design problem, namely, understanding 

the range of possibilities for which ML of large-scale graphs and 

their attributes can support urban digital twins. 

Importance:  Model-based engineering activities involve 

development and reasoning with models of system structure,  

behavior, and processes. The common modeling abstraction is 

graphs. Therefore, its is extremely important that digital twins 

are capable of learning on graph structured data.

Objectives: 

1. Identify machine architectures and strategies of learning for a 

variety of graph structures and their attributes.

2. Exercise the machine architecture and strategies of learning 

on case study problems. Case study implementations include 

modeling of an urban water supply network and the graph 

structure for the Washington DC Metro System.

3. Explore the effects of graph size on learning performance.
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Digital Twins:  A digital twin is a cyber representation of an 

object, process or place that mirrors its implementation in the 

physical world through real-time monitoring and synchronization 

of data with events.

What is new: Our proposed methodology extends 

architectural template for multi-domain semantic modeling and 

data mining to cover machine learning of graphs

Preliminary results: The topology learning problem can be 

seen as a binary classification problem, we expect the system 

to output 1 for existing links or 0 for non-existing links. Given the 

adjacency matrix A, a graph can be learned by the neural network 

with the following architecture: 

Visually hard to determine required 

architecture, need for matrix 

reordering. 

Case Study 1:

Water Distribution 

Network

Case Study 2: 

Metro Rail 

Network

Complex urban 

networks will require 

decomposition to 

achieve computational 

efficiency.
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How: Focusing on layer 3, we explore neural network 

representations for graphs found in urban systems-of-systems 

and systems modeling. We initially address the problem of 

learning graph topology, with future intentions of accounting for 

graph attributes.

Interconnections 

between layers 

can also be 

learned by 

isolating inter-

layer adjacency 

matrices.
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